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From the fire loss experience in and around 66 Arizona cotton gins during 
the 1956 ginning season, it is estimated that total economic losses caused by 
"in transit", processing and baleyard cotton fires in Arizona exceeded a 
quarter of a million dollars in 1956, This represents nearly three times the 
amount contributed by Arizona growers for promotion during the same period. 

The major cause of "in transit" fires was smoking. Matches caused the 
most processing fires. Sparks were the major cause of baleyard fires. Over
all, matches caused more total dollar loss due to fires than any other single 
cause. Strict supervision of the use of matches and smoking by cotton pickers, 
the universal use of spark arresters on tractors and mechanical pickers, and 
vigilance in observing fire hazards around the gin during high winds would 
probably accomplish much towards reducing fire losses. 

The per bale cost of total losses due to fires averaged 30.70 cents in 
the 66 sample gins studied. The average per bale cost of baleyard fire 
losses was 13.58 cents as compared with 10.90 and 6,22 cents for "in transit" 
and processing fire losses, respectively. 

More than half of the "in transit" fires resulted in losses to seed 
cotton of less than $100, More than 88 percent of the processing fires 
resulted in cotton lint and seed losses of less than $100 and more than one
fourth in losses of less than $10. Over 90 percent of the baleyard fires 
resulted in cotton lint losses of more than $100, the most common such loss 
representing about one bale of cotton lint. 

The incidence of processing fires in hand harvested cotton was 6,833 
times as great as in machine harvested cotton, There was hardly any dif
ference in the incidence of "in transit" fires in hand and machine harvested 
cotton. 

As the rate of ginning increases, the incidence of processing fires may 
be expected to increase also. For each additional weekly increase in ginnings 
of 100 bales, the incidence of processing fires may be expected to increase 
at a rate of approximately .45 of a fire for each 1,000 bales ginned, 

Green boll traps, magnets and partial carbon dioxide systems were 
relatively ineffective in either reducing the number of fires occurring in 
gins or in suppressing fires once they had started, 

SOUTHERN REGIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT 

This project has been conducted as a contributing project to the Southern 
Regional Research Project, SM-17, An Economic Analysis of the Effects of 
Fires on Insurance and Other Costs at Gins. Studies similar to the one 
reported herein are being made by the Agricultural Experiment Stations of 
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Texas, 
and the Agricultural Marketing Service of the United States Department of 
Agriculture. 

This report is a progress report. The study is continuing, but due to a 
change in personnel at Arizona, it was deemed advisable to publish these 
results, 



COTTON FIRES IN ARIZONA AND THEIR EFFECTS ON Iv1.ARKETING COSTS 

Norman E. Landgren!/ 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of Study 

Competition from synthetic fibers for traditional cotton end-use markets 
is forcing the cotton industry to search for means of reducing production, 
processing and marketing costs. Intensive research into means of cost reduc
tion with speedy application of the research results appears to be one of the 
chief hopes of the cotton industry in meeting synthetic fiber competition. 

It seems unlikely that the synthetic fiber competition will be met 
effectively by the cotton industry through following only the research recom
mendations which indicate the possibility of large cost reductions. Research 
results indicating such large possible cost reductions are only infrequently 
obtained. There are many areas, however, in which it appears possible for 
the cotton industry to effect relatively small cost reductions. The adoption 
of many small cost reducing practices together with any large ones which may 
be revealed could be significant in reversing the present trend of increasing 
synthetic fiber consumption. 

This report contains the findings of research into one of the areas in 
which it would appear possible to effect relatively small cotton marketing 
cost reductions. Fires in and around cotton gins cause economic losses 
which are absolutely unrecoverable. Even though most types of fire losses 
are insurable, increased losses must be reflected in increased insurance 
rates and ultimately result in increased ginning charges. Losses due to 
fire, therefore, must be charged directly to the costs of marketing. Be
cause fire losses directly become a cost of marketing, it is reasonable to 
assume that a reduction in fire losses could be followed by a corresponding 
reduction in marketing costs. The purpose of this study, therefore, was to 
ascertain the causes of cotton fires, the extent of losses and the effective
ness of different fire preventive devices so as to acquire more knowledge of 
means of reducing fire losses and savings which would result from such 
reductions. 

Types of Fires and Typical Insurance Coverage 

Fires in and around cotton gins may be logically grouped into the follow
ing three general types: (1) "in transit" (2) processing and (3) baleyard. 
The basis for distinguishing between each of these types of fires is primarily 
the form and location of the cotton relative to the ginning process. Because 
of the difference in hazards involved with each of these types of fires and 
their coverage with regard to insurance, it was necessary to treat them 
separately throughout the analysis. 

"In transit" fires are those fires which occur in seed cotton after it 
has been picked from the cotton plant and before it enters the suction at 
the gin building. Common locations at which "in transit" fires occur are in 
the baskets of mechanical pickers, in seed cotton piled in fields, in 
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trailers enroute to gins and in trailers on gin yards. In Arizona) as a general 
rule) fire insurance is carried on "in transit" cotton. Premiums normally are 
charged on a per bale ginned basis) and the seed cotton normally is insured for 
full value. There is some variation within the state with regard to the loca
tions at which the seed cotton is covered by insurance and coverage and deductible 
clauses applying to equipment such as trailers. 

Processing fires are those which occur at any time during the ginning 
process after the seed cotton has entered the suction until the bale of lint 
leaves the gin press. As a general rule) in Arizona, processing fires are not 
covered by formal fire insurance. In the event of a processing fire) however, 
the gin company normally estimates the value of cotton lint and seed damaged or 
destroyed and pays to the producer of the cotton an amount equal to this value 
less ginning charges. 

Baleyard fires are those which occur in baled cotton lint after the bale 
has left the gin press and while the bale is stored on the gin baleyard. 
Probably all cotton in Arizona on gin baleyards is insured against fire. 
Premiums are normally charged to the gin monthly and are normally computed from 
average monthly baleyard inventory and average per bale valuation figures. 
The gins normally assess a single charge to their producer patrons which in
cludes both baleyard storage and insurance. 

PROCEDURE 

The primary concern in selecting the sample of gins for this study was to 
include gins which were differently equipped with the following fire pre
ventive devices: (1) green boll traps (2) magnets and (3) partial carbon 
dioxide systems. A mail questionnaire seeking information on gin equipment 
was mailed to each of the 123 short staple gins active in the spring of 1956. 
Completed questionnaires were returned by 107) approximately an 87 percent 
response. 

To provide adequate data 90 gins were included in the study sample. Prior 
to the start of the 1956 ginning season arrangements were made with 90 gins to 
furnish the following information on each fire immediately after it occurred: 
date of fire; time of day it occurred; bale number at the time of fire; method 
by which cotton was harvested; weather conditions; where fire was first 
noticed; cause of the fire; estimated losses to machinery, buildings, cotton 
and ginning labor downtime; cost of carbon dioxide used in fighting the fire; 
number of people in the gin crew and the average hourly wage of the gin crew. 

At the end of the season it was necessary to visit each of the sample gins 
to obtain additional data and to make sure that all fires had been reported. 
Data from 24 gins were not adequate to warrant inclusion in the analysis. 
Findings of this study are based on data from 66 gins representing approximately 
54 percent of the total active short staple gins in Arizona during the 1956 
season and in which approximately 55 percent of the 1956 short staple crop was 
ginned. 

FINDINGS 

Total Costs of Fire Losses --- --- - -- ---
The importance of reducing fire losses in and around cotton gins may be 

emphasized by citing aggregate losses from the 66 sample gins. Losses to 
cotton) ginning labor downtime, machinery, buildings and carbon dioxide from 
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all types of fires in these gins totaled $133,352. A breakdown of these losses 
is shown in Table 1. 

Type of 
Fire 

"In transit" 

Processing 

Baleyard 

Total by 
Loss item 

I 

t ; 

TABLE 1. TOTAL FIRE LOSSES BY TYPE OF FIRE AND LOSS ITEM, 
66 ARIZONA GINS, 1956 SEASON 

i T.ru:::c:,. T+.o,.,, I 
I 

Cotton 1 Ginning Total by 
Lint and Labor Machinery Buildings Carbon Type of 

Seed Downtime Dioxide Fire 

$ 47,224 $ 118 $ -- $ -- $ -- $ 47,342 

20,408 4,740 1,555 -- 316 27,019 

58,546 200 -- -- 245 58,991 
Grand total 

I 
$126,178 $5,058 $1,555 $ -- $561 I $133 ,352 

! i 
I l! 

From Table 1 several characteristics of the fire losses may be noted: The 
value of cotton lint and seed destroyed or damaged accounted for most of the 
total loss. Losses to ginning labor downtime, machinery and carbon dioxide, 
ranked in order, represented only a small proportion of the total losses. No 
losses to buildings were reported as most of the gin buildings in Arizona are 
all steel structures. 

On the basis of the loss experience in the 66 sample gins during the 1956 
season, it could be estimated that total losses for all gins in the state would 
approximate a quarter of a million dollars. 2/ This is nearly three times the 
amount which was spent on promoting Arizona upland cotton during the 1956 
season. 

~/ This is a very approximate figure. Throughout this report the value of 
salvage cotton has not been considered. It seems reasonable to believe 
that on the average the value of salvage cotton would represent 10 to 20 
percent of the gross cotton loss figures. Deducting the value of salvage 
cotton would, of course, result in some decrease in the total loss figure. 
On the other hand, the author received a report on a single baleyard fire, 
which occurred in a gin not included in the sample, for which the loss of 
baled lint was estimated at $130 ,OOO. It is probable, therefore, that the 
actual total loss in the state exceeded $250,000 during the 1956 season. 
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Causes of Fires 

It is desirable to learn causes of fires so that efforts may be directed to
wards eliminating them. Ginners say that the common sulphur-tipped "kitchen 
match" is the primary cause of gin processing fires and that prohibiting their 
use by cotton pickers would result in virtual elimination of such fires. Some 
ginners believe book matches represent nearly as great a fire hazard as kitchen 
matches. Opinions about the major causes of "in transi t'1 and baleyard fires 
are somewhat more varied. Isolation of the causes of the fires occurring in 
and around the 66 sample gins was only partially successful because frequently 
it is impossible for ginners to determine the exact cause. For this reason a 
large proportion of the major causes of the different types of fires as shown 
in Table 2 is listed as "unknown". 

Of 190 "in transit 11 fires, causes were believed to be known for only 51. 
Smoking was indicated as the most frequent known cause. Matches and sparks 
(from picker or tractor exhaust or trash burner) rank second and third, 
respectively. Hot spindles on mechanical pickers (included in "other causes") 
were listed as the cause of several "in transit" fires. 

It seems fairly evident that most of the processing· fires are caused by 
matches. For those processing fires for which the causes were believed known, 
matches accounted for 75 percent. To reduce processing fire losses, most gins 
make it a practice to distribute safety matches free to their patrons, for use 
by pickers in the fields. Pickers, however, frequently prefer kitchen matches 
because of their greater resistance to moisture from perspiration. In spite 
of precautions, many of these matches still are found in the seed cotton at the 
gin. 

Friction in the roll box and metal in the seed cotton were indicated as 
the second and third most frequent causes of processing fires. Neither of 
these, nor any of the others listed, occurred frequently. 

Causes were known for so few of the baleyard fires that few conclusions can 
be made. Of 94 baleyard fires at 66 gins during the 1956 season, causes were 
known for only 7. 

Dollar Losses by Cause 

Fires due to three causes--matches, sparks (from picker or tractor 
exhaust or trash burner) and smoking--accounted for approximately 77 percent 
of the total dollar loss from all types of fires for which the causes were 
believed known. Where cause of fire was known, smoking caused the greatest 
dollar loss of "in transit" fires, matches caused the greatest loss in processing 
fires and sparks caused the greatest loss in baleyard fires. Considering all 
types of fires, matches caused the biggest loss, with sparks and smoking 
second and third, respectively. A breakdown of the total dollar loss due to 
each cause is shown on Table 3. 

Per Bale Cost of Fire Losses 

Converted to a per bale figure the average total cost of the three types of 
fires occurring in and around the 66 sample gins was 30.70 cents per bale. 
Broken down even more finely, this represents a cost of slightly over six 
points a pound for each pound of cotton ginned. Although as a cost this is 
quite small, it appears more sizeable when it is considered that absolutely no 
service or benefit is derived. 
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TABLE 2. MAJOR CAUSES OF FIRES BY TYPE OF FIRE, 66 ARIZONA GINS, 1956 SEASON 

Type of Fire 
"In transit" Processing Baleyard 

Cause of Percent of Percent of Percent of 
Fire Number Total "in Number Total Number Total 

of transit" of Processing of Baleyard 
Fires Fires Fires Fires Fires Fires -

Matches 10 5.26 190 41.21 1 1.06 

Smoking 25 13.16 1 .22 -- --
Rocks -- -- 8 1.74 1 1.06 

Metal -- -- 11 2.39 -- --
Sparks 8 4.21 -- -- 2 2.13 

Overheating in Drier -- -- 5 1.08 -- --
Friction in Roll Box -- -- 19 4.12 -- --
Mechanical Failure -- -- 2 .43 -- --
Choke-ups -- -- 5 1.08 -- --
Other Causes 8 4.21 12 2.60 3 3.19 

Unknown 139 73.16 208 45.12 87 92.55 

TABLE 3. TOTAL FIRE LOSSES BY CAUSE AND TYPE OF FIRE, 66 ARIZONA GINS, 1956 SEASON 

Cause of Type of Fire Total 
Fire "In transit" Processing Baleyard by Cause 

Matches $1,169 $11,324 $ 21 $12,514 
Smoking 6,545 14 -- 6,559 
Sparks 3,538 -- 3,617 7,155 
Rocks -- 370 10 380 
Metal -- 31+6 -- 346 
Friction in Roll Box -- 1,045 -- 1,045 
Mechanical Failure -- 66 -- 66 
Overheating in Drier -- 169 -- 169 
Choke-ups -- 246 -- 246 
Other Causes 3,282 417 1,925 5,624 
Cause Unknown 32,808 13,022 53,418 99,248 

Total by Type Grand Total 
of Fire $47,342 $27,019 $58,991 $133,352 
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Table 4 shows that the per bale cost of baleyard fires for the sample gins 
was 13.58 cents as compared with 10.90 and 6.22 cents for 11in transit" and 
processing fires, respectively. For all types of fires the major cost item 
was cotton destroyed or damaged. Ginning labor down time as a cost item was 
proportionately greater for processing fires than for either "in transit" or 
baleyard fires. The per bale cost of the different types of fires by cost 
item is shown in Table 4. 

Distribution of Fires by Size 

The frequency with which fires causing various amounts of dollar losses to 
cotton occur is of interest to ginners and cotton producers in view of the fact 
that fire insurance policies can be written with deductible clauses. At 
present it appears that deductible insurance is more frequently written on 
baleyard policies than on any other. The most common deductible amount is 
$100 per fire. Distribution of the different types of fires by value of 
cotton damaged or destroyed is shown on Table 5. 

Nearly 55 per cent of the "in transit" fires at the 66 sample gins in
volved losses to seed cotton of less than $100. They probably represent 
fires noticed and extinguished before they had progressed far through the 
load of seed cotton. Some of the cotton losses from "in transit" fires 
exceeded $1,000. These large losses probably represent fires which either 
occurred in very large trailers or seed cotton in two or more trailers as 
they were being pulled to the gin or were standing on the gin yard. 

Cotton losses from processing fires normally are comparatively small, 
although they occur more frequently than either "in transit" or baleyard fires. 
In the great majority (88.07 percent) losses were less than $100. For more 
than one-fourth of the processing fires occurring.in the 66 sample gins the 
value of cotton lost was less than $10. In only a very few instances (13 out 
of 461) did the value of cotton lost from processing fires exceed $200, 
equal to approximately one bale of cotton being damaged or destroyed. Table 
5 shows one processing fire involving loss to cotton of more than $1,000. 
It would seem likely that even though this fire was reported as a processing 
fire, cotton either in the trailer or on the bale platform or yard was also 
damaged or destroyed. 

Comparatively few (9.57 percent) of the baleyard fires resulted in cotton 
losses of less than $100. Nearly 60 percent represented cotton losses of 
$100 to $200. These figures suggest that a substantial proportion of baleyard 
fires result in one bale of cotton being damaged or destroyed. Over 11 per
cent of the baleyard fires resulted in cotton losses over $1,000. Losses from 
individual baleyard fires can be extremely high if they get out of control. 

Incidence of Fires in Hand and Machine Harvested Cotton 

~ common opinion among ginners is that the incidence of processing fires 
is much greater when ginning hand harvested cotton than when ginning machine 
harvested cotton. It is commonly believed that there is greater likelihood of 
matches being in hand harvested seed cotton, also such foreign material as 
rocks and metal. This study corroborated this opinion. The incidence of 
processing fires per 1,000 bales of hand harvested cotton ginned was 1.294 as 
compared to .188 in machine harvested cotton. Thus, processing fires occurred 
6.883 times more frequently in hand harvested cotton than in machine harvested 
cotton. The average total dollar loss due to processing fires per 1,000 bales 
of hand harvested cotton ginned was $96.66 as compared with $13.43 for machine 
harvested cotton. 
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TABLE 4. AVERAGE COST PER BALE OF FIRE LOSSES BY TYPE OF FIRE AND COST ITEM, 
66 ARIZONA GINS, 1956 SEASON 

Type of Fire 
__________ Lo_s_s_I_t_em _______ ----:1 

Cotton I Ginning Labor Buildings and 
Total by Type 
of Fire 

Lint & . Seed I Down Time Carbon Dioxide 

"In transit" 

Processing 

Baleyard 

Total by 
Loss Item 

10.87 cents 

4. 70 cents 

13.47 cents 

.03 cent 

1.09 cents 

.05 cent 

29.04 cents I 1.17 cents 

.43 cent 

.06 cent 

.49 cent 

! 

I. 

10.90 cents 

6.22 cents 

13.58 cents 

30. 70 cents 

TABLE 5. DISTRIBUTION OF FIRES BY TYPE OF FIRE AND VALUE OF COTTON LOST PER FIRE, 
66 ARIZONA GINS, 1956 SEASON 

Value of Cotton 
Lint and Seed 

Lost 

$ O - 99 

$ 100 - 199 
200 - 299 
300 - 399 
400 - 499 
500 - 599 
600 - 699 
700 - 799 
Boo - 899 
900 - 999 

; $ O - 9 
\ 10 - 19 
\ 20 - 29 
l 30 - 39 

j 40 - 49 
', 50 - 59 
/ 60 - 69 
' 70 - 79 
\ 80 - 89 
\ 90 - 99 
'-. 

1000 and over 

11 Tn :r:::i.n ~ i +. 11 

Percent 
Number of Total 
of "In transit" 

Fires . Fires 

104 

30 
5 
7 
4 

10 
11 

5 
1 
2 

(13 
/ 17 
I 16 
l 6 
! 14 !: 10 
' 5 
I 1 
1 10 t 6 .... 

54.74 

15.79 
2.63 
3.68 
2.10 
5.26 
5.79 
2.63 

/ 

( 6.84 
I 8.95 
\ 8.42 
\ 3.16 
i 7 • 37 
~ 5.26 
! 2.63 

1
3.68 
5.26 

1 3.16 
\ 

I 11 

.53 
1.05 
5.79 

I 

Type of Fire 
Processing 

Percent 
Number of Total 

of Processing 
Fires Fires 

(127 
. 48 
I 54 

27.55 
10.41 
11.71 
10.63 

Balevard 
· Percent 

Number of Total 
of Baleyard 

Fires Fires 
f 

/ 1 
5 
1 

1
/ 1.06 
. 5. 32 
\ 1.06 

\ 49 
. 42 

406 Z 26 
I 

25 
18 

9 

9.11 
88.07 !l 5.64 9 

5.42 
3.90 

1 _ 1.95 
\ 1.74 

I 

9.57 1 
/ 1.06 
I 
( 1.06 

' 8 42 -.. 
6 
5 
1 

1 

9.11 
1.30 
1.08 

.22 

.22 

56 
6 
3 
4 
2 
1 
2 

11 

59.57 
6.38 
3.19 
4.26 
2.13 
1.06 
2.13 

11.70 
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There was practically no difference in the incidence of "in transit" fires 
in hand harvested and machine harvested cotton. The incidence of "in transit" 
fires per 1,000 bales of hand harvested cotton was .507 compared with .549 for 
machine harvested. Average loss due to "in transit" fires per 1,000 bales of 
hand harvested cotton ginned was $140.58, and for machine harvested cotton this 
loss was $121.97. 

No analysis was made of the relationship between the incidence of baleyard 
fires and the method of harvest, because no reason for such a direct relationship 
exists. 

Relationship Between Processing Fires and Ginning Volume 

One of the opinions tested in this study was that as ginning volumes per 
week increase, incidence of processing fires per given number of bales ginned 
would also increase. The basis for this opinion was that under the pressure 
of heavy ginnings, choke-ups would be more frequent, constant heat in the gin 
machinery could build up to the point where it would represent a fire hazard and 
gin crews would be less attentive to possible fire hazards and to gin clean-up 
activities. 

It was established that on the average an increase in weekly ginning volumes 
of 100 bales would result in an increase of about one-half of an additional 
processing fire per 1,000 bales ginned, assuming all cotton ginned was hand 
harvested. Thus, if a gin for several weeks ginned at a sustained volume rate 
of 200 bales per week, it could be expected that at least one processing fire 
would occur per 1,000 bales ginned. If the rate were increased to a sustained 
volume of 400 bales per week for several weeks, the processing fire incidence 
could be expected to increase to about two fires per 1,000 bales ginned. The 
relationship between ginning volume and incidence of processing fires is shown 
in Figure 1. 

Effectiveness of Specific Gin~ Preventive Devices 

This study indicates that green boll traps, magnets and partial carbon 
dioxide systems are ineffective either in reducing the number of fires occurring 
in gins or in suppressing fires once they start. There was no reduction in 
either the incidence of processing fires or in loss per bale ginned, when any or 
all three of the preventive devices were present. In some instances, the relatively 
small number of gins studied which were equipped with specific devices or combina
tions of them suggests that further study of a larger sample would be justified. 
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